The ground state wave function and energy of a finite system of interacting fermions are expanded in ter.ms of multiple particle excitations on an unco~related iero o~der state. The resulting set of coupled. equo.tiol1s constitutes a systematic variational
generalization of Hartl'ee··Fock theory. Comparison is made with , \ many-body perturbation theory and it is sbown that to any order the theory incol"po,;:ates an infinite number of perturbation theory tel1nS. Solutions of the equations for ground state atanic 6yst~ms are discussed and related to previous work using many-body perturbation theory. It is shovffi that the Slms of pel'tul''ba"tion terms necessary for conve:cgence are automatically incluJ.ed in the equations f'o;.~t'l:lO-:?article excitations. AI)})] ication of the equations to open 811e1}. a toms is described..
I. INTRODUCTION
Many systems oi' irte:;:a.::ting fermions al~e well approximated by uncorre1.ated wave i'unc.:tj_ons anu. in purticular by a.eterUl:i.nants of sin.gleparticle states dete~~i~ed by Hartree-Fock theory. It is natural to attespt to expand the true wave function for such systems in multiple-particle excitations on the zero orde:c ap:?:..'oximati.on. He present here such a systematic expansion which corresponds ic tnc1uding firstly one-particle excitations,· secondly two-part::'cle excitations, and.. in succeeding orders excitations of more and more pa:cticles. The magnitudes of the excitations are determined by a variational approach. The resulting coupled equatiom are derived in Sec. II. Sicilar equations were prev·iously derived by Nesbet 1 ; our equations differ from his in that they show the explicit de~endence upon the~otential V which is used to determine the singleparticle states for the expcns::'on of the wave function !\fr). Section II also contains a t~eatment of the effect of choosing V as the Hartree-Fock potential and tbk approximate inclusion of three-particle and higher excitations.
In Sec. III the solutions of the coupled equations are discussed and related to a previous calctUation of the ground state of the beryllium ') atom using many-body perturbation theory.~:~that calculation it was necessary to include high orders in the perturbation expansion. It is . shovm in Sec. III that the important infinite sums of perturbation terms are automatically included in the coupled equations for two-particle excitations. Application of the equations to open shell atoms is described t the end of Sec. III.
II. THE COUPLED EQUATIONS
Derivation
In order to solve the equ~tion
'Poth Hand !'I!r) are expanded in terms of a complete set of s1ngl.e-particlẽ tates In) which are determined from the eigenvalue equation
The operator T repres0"-.·::S the' one-body operators of the Hamiltonian. In
I
The potential V ',is a one-body potentj.al which approximately accounts for
• the interacting felmions. Tn~~articular choice of V is arbitra~r except that it must be Hermitian; it is often chosen to be the Hartree-Fock potential.
The Hamiltonian H in second-quantized form is
The sums are taken over all the single-particle states. set of coupled equations is obtained by equating terms with the same single-particle states. It is important in the appreciation of the theoretical basis of these equations to realize that this procedure is equivalent to a variational approach where the fls are determined by minimizing (I!r/ H lijr) subject to the constraint (ijr I ijr) = constant. Anticipating the rapid convergence of the approximation scheme, the following discussion is limited to one-particle and two-particle excitations. IIigher order excitations are discussed in Sec. II 3.
The first equation in the system is obtained by taking the I~o) component of the result of inserting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1):
yields:
The third equation in the series is obtained by multiplying Eq. (1) from the left by (t;Dol TJ a + TJ~+ TJk' T}l;.. The result is:
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The sums over urlexcited states are no longer restricted beca,use now there When V is chosen as VHF' Eq. (6) reduces to
ay) + I: (y'kl v lk"a) f(k"k '; "113 )
(E -F'HF) f(kk'; ap) .
Again, as in Eq. (10), the srlllls over hole states are unrestricted 'because of contributions from the potential VHF' The diagrams for Eq. (11) are given in Fig. 2 .
Higher Excitations
The discussion so far has only included one-and two-particle a13)') and Eqs. (6) and (11) for ap,o). The importance of higher excitations depends both on the size of the system and the "goodness" of the single-particle wave functions used in the eA~ansion. In pert~'bation theory, both one-and t,fo-particle excitations enter in first order. Three-and four-particle excitations enter in second order. vfuen good single-particle wave functions are used the matr~: elements involving unexcited to excited states may be expected to be small, as found in reference 2. In Eq. (5) for f(k; 0:) and Eq. (6) I for f(kk '; a(3),; the t..l1l'ee-and fOUl'-particle terms corrcspOIiJ,d to two i ! higher orders of perturbation theory than do tile lowest order terms. W11en
N is not so large that the possible number of hi&~er excitations can overcome t..' l-J.e reductions due to terms reduced by two o:cde..·s of perturbation theory, higher excitat:l.ons are not expected to be ver"J important.
rllien three-particle excitations are included, the term L.
is added to the lhs of Eqs. f(kk"l~I'; af3r)
Coupling with four-particle excitations adds the term L.
(1' 51 V 111:
! to the lhs of E9' (6) for f(kl~'; al3). is, the matrix determined by the complete set of equations must be diagonalized. The lowest eigenvalue is the gl-c:.1Ud state energy and higher eigenvalues correspond to excited states with the saffie symmetry. The set has already been trR~cated because higher excitations have been omitted.
The continuum may be divided into finite blocks such that the variation of f within any given block is small and the calculation is then reduced to that of a finite number of coupled equations provided a finite number of bound excited states is used.
lihen VHF is used, the one-particle excitations f(k; a) are relatively unimportant compared to the two-particle excitations f(kk there is also a correction to acco~~t for the fact that !k) and Ik ' ) are propagating with la) and 1(3) unoccupied. This correction comes from the terms r ; 13 in (ii) and (iv) of E;. (11) and from terms r ; a in (iii) and I( v) of Eg. (11). These terms were called hole-particle EPV (exclus ion rrinCiPle violating) terms in reference 2 because they involv:e hole-particle tnteractions (and exchange) in which the exclusion principle is violated in , ! oing from one hole state to the same hole state.
I
In the numerical calculations on Be it was found necessary to tnclude certain terms beyond second order in perturbation theory, namely the ladder diagrams and the hole-particle EPV diagrams. 
The last four terms on the rhs of Eq. (17) are related to the expression (4a + 2b) which was used in reference 2 to sum the hole-particle EPV diagrams. The ladder term of Eq. (17) is related to th~factor t of reference 2 which summed the ladder diagrams. E~uations (16) and (17) are equivalent to the calculation of reference 2. The neceSS81Y higher order terms of perturbation theory are thus seen to be included in the multiple-particle excitation theory in a straightforward manner. 
